
Spreadsheets are commonly used for multi-unit restaurant reporting. Unfortunately, creating and maintaining 
spreadsheets is time consuming, human error breeds unreliable calculations, and reports are not efficiently 
shared.

Mirus collects and secures any data from anywhere. Organized information can be leveraged through 
automated custom reports, turning your data into actionable intelligence.

See a 300% or greater return by using Mirus to leverage your restaurant data

Improve efficiency by automating GL and payroll processes

Create custom metrics and key performance indicators

Save time reviewing scheduled alerts based on custom thresholds

Secure historical data with a web based solution

Quickly identify outliers to improve labor and fraud

Investigate efficiently with powerful filtering and sorting features
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Mirus Advantages:

Financial Perspective

What Are Your Reporting Concerns?

Stop wasting time and resources 
when manipulating spreadsheets.

Prevent data inaccuracy due to 
human error.

Find missing data that causes invalid 
reports.



"As a CFO I was frustrated because I always had to go to IT to find out where do 
I get this, where do I get that. Now, I know I can go into Mirus and get the informa-
tion I want. I have more confidence in the data and I don’t have to rely on IT choos-
ing the proper parameters. We’ve become much more analytical because we 
believe the numbers."

- Chris Defrain, CFO, Lehigh Valley

“We had a lot of useful data, spread across legacy systems that couldn’t commu-
nicate easily. We had to spend a lot of time cutting and pasting to perform the 
analysis we needed. With Mirus, we review and analyze all our data, drawn from a 
variety of formats, and quickly focus on opportunities and problems.”

- Louis Psallidas, CFO, UNO Pizzeria & Grill

“Now we can quickly access, aggregate and act on data collected from each POS 
system at all of our locations. In addition, we can supplement the POS data with 
other sources of information including service metrics, payroll, and financial data 
to create one repository of all relevant information from which we can report and 
run analysis. The system is easy to work with, intuitive, and flexible.”

- Lori Whelan, CFO, PR Management

“Mirus lets you quickly build ad hoc reports that highlight the information you 
want, and allows you to set up your own distribution groups. Now we can highlight 
the information we need and get it in front of the proper groups. “

- Mark Robinow, CFO, Kona Grill

What CFOs Are Saying


